
 

 

Using z39.50 at Evergreen 1.4 for Importing Records 

1. From the Cataloging menu, select Import Record from z39.50: 

2. Select targets using the check boxes. 

• NOTE: More than one can be selected at a time but the more you select, the longer it may 

take to retrieve all results. 

• NOTE: By including your own catalog in the search, it will be easier to see if you already 

have this record in your catalog. 

3. Enter a search term such as ISBN, Title + Author or ISSN. Click Search. 

4. The Service column will indicate which source the record has been retrieved from, such as 

your native evergreen catalog (indicating you may already have a good record in the system) or Library of Congress.  

 



 

5. Use the MARC View button to examine each bibliographic record. 

• NOTE: You can toggle back and forth between MARC View and Results View. 

 

6. When you are ready to import, highlight the record and click MARC Editor for Import. 

 

7. The MARC Editor will open. Edit the record using the keyboard shortcuts found under the Help button. Remove extraneous 

fields such as local holdings notes or subject headings you do not wish to see in your catalog. 

8. When finished click Import Record. 



 

 

9. If the record does not collide with another bibliographic record in the Evergreen catalog (the title control # is the match point), 

then Evergreen will say “record successfully imported” and it will take you to that record in your Evergreen catalog. 



 

 

10. From the new record, you can use the Action menu to add holdings to the title. 

11. Alternately, if you try to import a record from z39.50 and it DOES match on an existing record, it will provide an alert to let you 

know there is a match on title control number (TCN). You have three options: 

• Overlay the existing records: Works well if the current record in the catalog is a brief one. 

• Import with an alternate TCN: This means there will be a duplicate in the system. Records could be merged later via the 

Record buckets if this happens by mistake. 

• Cancel the import. At this point, you would go back into the record already existing in the catalog to add any new copies 

you may have received at your library. 

 

Marking Records for Overlay 

1. Retrieve the record you wish to overlay by doing a search in the catalog. 

2. Once the full record is displayed, click the Action menu. Select Mark for Overlay. 



 

 

3. Open your z39.50 client by going to Import Record from z39.50 under the Cataloging menu. 

4. Once a record is marked for overlay, the z39.50 client will tell you which record is marked for overlay and the “MARC Editor for 

Overlay” button will become active. 

 

5. Highlight the record you wish to use to overlay the existing record and click MARC Editor for Overlay. 

6. The MARC Editor will open, giving you the option of editing the incoming MARC record first. Click Overlay to bypass the 

MARC Editor or when the MARC record has been edited and you are ready to import the record. 



 

 

7. A screen will pop up showing the full MARC record you are about to overlay.  

8. To finish the overlay process, click Overlay to confirm that this is the record you wish to 

overlay in the current Evergreen catalog. 

9. A message will show up to indicate that the “record was successfully overlaid.” 

10. Evergreen will then take you to the newly imported record where the bibliographic record can 

be edited if needed and holdings can be added.  

 


